
happiness in childhood.

even saints are liable to make mistakes-perbaps they be-

come so absorbed in a beautiful future that they forget the

past— and therefore very few of us, looking back upon child-

hood would echo the words of John Keble, “ the heart of

childhood is all mirth.” Children are often told that the days

of their youth will be the happiest, and that they must gather

their roses while they may ;
but is it tiue ?

Happiness is not our ultimate goal at any period of our

existence— it is simply a condition or medium which we

believe will accompany the realization of our hearts’ desire in

any direction. True happiness, it would seem, is only to be

found in an adequate conception of the meaning of the past

and present as applied to the future, and therefore it implies

trust in God and belief in our fellow men.

Mazzini has well said that “ with the theory of happiness as

the primary aim of existence we shall only produce egotists.”

The theory therefore of “ a happy childhood,” a time arti-

ficially bright and mirthful into which tears and sorrows are
never, if possible, to come, is simply turning out a race who
put personal enjoyment, if not first, at least in “ the firing
line, and who are abashed and aghast when confronted with
some of life’s sterner realities. Many good and excellent
parents truly believe that a happy childhood is the best
preparahon for fife, kept from chilling winds, they Think the
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her out of our lives. We may have kept it up for a week, but

it was an acute misery while it lasted.

At no period of life do we form such hopeless devotions,

which bring us a great deal more pain than pleasuie, than in

childhood. The chosen god or goddess is generally older

than oneself— even it may be grown up— and there is very

little room in their lives for a childish adorer. Oh, what

miseries they make us suffer if they laugh at our transports or

fail to notice our little attentions! Unhealthy such things

may be and often are, but they are terribly common ;
and

heaven help the child’s worshipper whose idol is more clay

than gold.

The final blackness of exhausted pleasure is never, to my
mind, more plainly depicted than by a child sitting in the

middle of a sea of toys with which it has been playing, far too

bored and satiated to feel any interest in them
;

yet inclined

to resent most bitterly, suggestions that they might be put

away.

I have purposely dwelt upon these dark sides of child-life,

though well-kowing they are only a part of the whole, in

order to state my case.

If nature by making consciousness of slow growth has
withheld from the beginning of life one of the essentials of
true happiness, and if experience forbids very many of us to
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Needless sorrow we must indeed keep from childhood oftenby sacnficmg the mirth of the moment. For instance

”

child screams with delight when teasing someone or sometiling to exasperation, one must interfere and "stop the fun"and point away from mirth to the truer happiness won bydenying oneself for the good of others. The highest and besto everyt ung we may indeed give children whenever we can,
tor it happiness comprises past, present, and future, let them
have such a past to build upon as shall give them the
vantage ground of a good start— but never buy to-day at the
price of to-morrow or, by regarding present so-called “happi-
ness, allow what perhaps will make life doubly difficult in

the future. The child’s training, far more than its circum-
stances, makes for its future happiness — taught to look

beyond itself, to use its dawning consciousness to behold God,
the world, taught to regard its failures not as irrevocable

calamities but as instructive experiences, and its sorrows as

passing clouds which hide the eternal brightness, childhood,

instead of being a round of hysterical pleasures and griefs, will

be indeed the dawn of life— a promise of coming day, not a

feverish gas-lit ball-room.

A great deal depends upon how we teach children to look

forward to old age. Of course if we let them think that the

decay of animal vigour is the greatest of all terrible misfor-

tunes, and that to be “old and ugly” is to have lost all that

made life worth living, they will snatch at every fleeting mirth
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Browning, who“in Rabbi Be,, Bara has so nobly written of

The progrts of the individual life towards the eternal happt-

ness of perfection.

Youth shows but half -trust God. see all, nor be afraid,

Let age approve of youth -and death complete the same !
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THE SUGGESTIVENESS OF A
CONFERENCE.

It is almost impossible to realize that the great event of the

P.N.E.U. year is over and that the Conference, which has

been the subject of so much thought and work for the last

two or three months, is now only a matter amongst most

people for lingering and tolerant criticism. It is, however,

about the practical work accomplished by the Union, of

which the Conference is the crystallized demonstration, that I

want to say a few words, though 1 should also like, if I can,

to give you some idea of its more inward significance. The
Annual Report will show you that the past year has not been
a barren one, and I hope we are over bold or too opti-

mistic when we say u we have lighted such a candle as by
God’s grace we trust shall never be put out.” As it is so
difficult for most of you to come into very close connection
with the various developments of the Union it may interest
those who could not attend the Conference to hear a few

generalisations” on the subject. We were fortunate
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whi bcharacterized the P.N.E.U. Conference. I, has been wellsatd that any society only exists in so far as it meets a wanThe wants of the members of the P.N.E.U. are numerous
bu I think many of those who attended went away with the
feeling that many questions had been helpfully answered andmany useful hints gained. This, however, must necessarily
be nothing in comparison with the fact brought home again to
each one of us, that it was really a splendid thing to a
member of a society struggling, however feebly, towards
erecting for itself a worthy temple in some large and generous
scheme ot education. I think it was Heine who said that we
moderns could never build a cathedral, because we only held
opinions, whereas the ancients had convictions. I think the

P.N.E.U. has convictions, and that, therefore, we are

slowly and surely building our cathedral.

Of the papers themselves I will say nothing, as you will be

able to read them and enjoy them yourselves— all were

inspiring and helpful, and some at least will have a practical

outcome— and, at any rate, it is not now difficult to believe

that the Union has before it a future which a few years ago

seemed hardly possible. And this really tangible evidence of

success makes us very humble when we think how wide are

our prospects and how deep our convictions.

The materia! success of the Union is beyond question. Its

moral success is, I believe, an equally happy and certain thing

and exists not merely in consequence of material success, but,

I was almost going to say, in spite of it. There is a sayinG

that “ nothing succeeds like success,’ but though I have no

desire to invent a new paradox, yet, in a deep am spirit u<

sense, “ nothing fails like success.” Examples sue as je

later order of the Franciscans will occur to everyone,

is difficult for anybody, in any age, to a\oi pi


